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BionicOpter – inspired by the dragonfly’s flight
Project description
Inspired by nature: Like its natural model, the
dragonfly can carry out highly complicated flight
manoeuvres
Festo has succeeded in technically emulating the
dragonfly’s flight

A “complex” ultralight, highly integrated flying
object
Flight characteristics enabled by extreme lightweight
design and functional integration
• Lightweight design with intelligent kinematics

• Like its natural model, BionicOpter can move in
any spatial direction,
direction hover motionless in the
air, glide without flapping its wings and change
between flight modes

g with
• Sensors,, actuators and mechanism along
communication and control technology are
installed within a minimum of space

p can abruptly
p y brake and turn,,
• BionicOpter
rapidly accelerate and fly backwards

Convenience through simple, intuitive operation by
t h
smartphone

• It can move all its wing pairs independently of
one another
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BionicOpter – inspired by the dragonfly’s flight
Transfer
Process safety in automation technology:
• Flight safety ensured by condition monitoring
• Acceleration and angle of inclination measured by
inertial sensors
Objective: enhanced functionality within a minimum of
p
installation space
Control of wing movements in beat frequency, amplitude
and angle of installation by means of software and
electronics
Technical implementation and data:
• Beat frequency between 15 and 20 Hz
• Wingspan 60cm, corpus length 48 cm, weight 175 g
• 13 degrees of freedom, eight servo actuators
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BionicOpter – inspired by the dragonfly’s flight
Messages
Festo has technically emulated the flight of the
dragonfly and is using it to derive important findings
for automation technology
 Functional
F
ti
l iintegration,
t
ti
miniaturisation,
i i t i ti
lightweight
li ht i ht
design, control and regulation
Festo has the competence to rapidly and efficiently fulfil
complex requirements of its customers and guarantees
simple but smart and intuitive operation of its machinery
 Problem-solving competence
Festo as a driving force
 Arousing enthusiasm for technology among young
people
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BionicOpter | Media
You will receive the following material on
8th April with the Corporate Communication
Newsletter (CCN).

Brochure
 http://www.festo.com/net/engb gb/SupportPortal/Details/301246/Document.aspx
gb_gb/SupportPortal/Details/301246/Document.aspx
Film/animation
 http://www.festo.com/net/engb_gb/SupportPortal/Details/304961/Document.aspx
b b/S
l/
il /
6 /
Future Concept on the Internet (Corporate Web)
 http://www.festo.com/cms/en_corp/13165.htm
http://www festo com/cms/en corp/13165 htm
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WaveHandling – conveying and sorting in one
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WaveHandling – conveying and sorting in one
Project description
A pneumatic conveyor belt that can transport and
at the same time sort objects in a targeted manner
 Functional integration
Dispenses with a separate handling unit
The surface can be deformed by a number of actuators
in such a way that objects can be conveyed on it by a
kind of wave motion

CC/Frontzek, Heinrich

A conveyor belt with intelligent subsystems
• Modularity: modularly configurable bellows
modules
• Self-configuration: the system can be quickly set up
for use without the need for programming
• Decentralised Intelligence: each module
incorporates an electronic circuit board with
integrated microcontroller
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WaveHandling – conveying and sorting in one
Transfer to Festo’s product world and applications
Decentralised intelligence, high transformation ability or
“plug and produce”, …
 Principles of production for the future already play an
important role for Festo in today’s products
Tripod EXPT = a mechatronic system that can be rapidly and
safely put into operation with predefined parameters and an
intelligent
ll
master, d
despite its complexity
l
CPX = a modular automation platform that enables partly
decentralised control of entire production processes

Technical implementation and data
• 216 bellows modules, camera, valves, material: polymer,
stroke of the modules: 1-2 cm
CC/Frontzek, Heinrich
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WaveHandling – conveying and sorting in one
Messages
The pneumatic conveyor belt from Festo is an important
step towards a more intelligent periphery, as it enables
self-configuration of production units
This concept can be extended in future to enable the use
of “plug and produce” solutions in production
 the autonomous factory
The modular conveyor belt from Festo is a system that can
be used in production in future to optimise value-added
chains autonomously and in real time.
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WaveHandling | Media
You will receive the following material on
8th April with the Corporate Communication
Newsletter (CCN).

Brochure
 http://www.festo.com/net/engb gb/SupportPortal/Details/301243/Document.aspx
gb_gb/SupportPortal/Details/301243/Document.aspx
Film/animation
 http://www.festo.com/net/engb_gb/SupportPortal/Details/304962/Document.aspx
b b/S
l/
il /
6 /
Future Concept on the Internet (Corporate Web)
 http://www.festo.com/cms/en_corp/13136.htm
http://www festo com/cms/en corp/13136 htm
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LearningGripper – gripping and positioning through independent learning
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LearningGripper – gripping and positioning through independent learning
Project description
The gripper with four fingers resembles the
human hand in an abstract way.
 research platform
Objective: turning a ball so that a certain portion
of its surface faces upwards.
Methodology: This intelligent system uses the
trial-and-error principle to learn the required
sequence of movements. The longer it learns,
the more reliably it carries out its task.

CC/Frontzek, Heinrich

The machine learning method in application:
With the machine learning method (subdivision of
artificial intelligence), it is capable
p
of autonomouslyy
learning complex tasks such as gripping and orienting
an object.
This requires algorithms that help the machine to learn
( machine learning)
(=
Gripping and learning – an intelligent combination:
learning methods used by machines are comparable to
tthose
ose e
employed
ployed by humans.
u a s.
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LearningGripper – gripping and positioning through independent learning
Transfer to Festo’s product world
Learning ability  through autonomous learning, the
LearningGripper could optimise gripping manoeuvres in
automation. The advantage: time savings thanks to the
elimination of programming effort.
effort
Implementation  Practical implementation is effected in
the field of artificial intelligence via algorithms that devise
behaviour and movement strategies on the basis of the
feedback they receive.

Technical implementation and data
• 12 degrees of freedom, polyamide, operating pressure:
2 5 to
2.5
t 3.5
3 5 bar
b (low-pressure
(l
pneumatics)
ti )
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LearningGripper – gripping and positioning through independent learning
Messages
• A gripper that is capable of learning and thus provides
great potential for the future.
• Ongoing development of gripper technologies based on
biological models: DHDG adaptive gripper –
NanoForceGripper – PowerGripper – LearningGripper

Potential for the factories of the future
In future, self-learning systems such as the LearningGripper
will be able to be incorporated into production lines and
then
h autonomously
l optimise
i i their
h i b
behaviour.
h i
Festo is therefore giving a great deal of attention to the
learning ability of machines already today.
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LearningGripper | Media
You will receive the following material on 8th
April with the Corporate Communication
Newsletter (CCN).

Brochure
 http://www.festo.com/net/engb gb/SupportPortal/Details/301245/Document.aspx
gb_gb/SupportPortal/Details/301245/Document.aspx
Film/animation
 http://www.festo.com/net/engb_gb/SupportPortal/Details/304963/Document.aspx
b b/S
l/
il /
6 /
Future Concept on the Internet (Corporate Web)
 http://www.festo.com/cms/en_corp/13156.htm
http://www festo com/cms/en corp/13156 htm
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SupraMotion – superconductors for industrial automation
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SupraMotion – for resource-efficient industrial automation
Festo is investigating superconductor technology
and
d iis d
demonstrating
t ti it
its potential
t ti l for
f automation
t
ti
technology at the 2013 Hanover Fair.
While superconductivity has proved its worth for
20 years in medical technology (MRT) and is now
making a name for itself in large-scale systems
applications with high specific power output (zeroloss transport of electricity, marine drive units, wind
generators) Festo is investigating this technology for
generators),
resource-efficient production of the future.

CC/Frontzek, Heinrich

Small-scale applications in the field of contact-free
l it ti are off particular
levitation
i l iinterest. Wi
With
h three
h
d
demonstration models developed in conjunction with the
Dresden-based company evico GmbH and further
partners from research and science, Festo is presenting
i the
h potential
i l off superconductor
d
technology
h l
ffor
applications in the field of automation.
Superconductor technology is currently still at the
h stage:
t
greatt potential
t ti l exists
i t in
i the
th areas off
research
materials development and cooling systems.
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SupraMotion – for resource-efficient industrial automation
Properties 1
• They operate in levitation, without resistance and
energy-efficiently. Superconductors are metals,
metal compounds or ceramic materials that
abruptly pass into a state of superconductivity
below a certain so-called transition temperature.
They then lose their electrical resistance.
• In 1986 high-temperature superconductors were
discovered, with transition temperatures above
100 kelvin (-173 degrees Celsius). These are
ceramic materials. Cooling has since been possible
with liquid nitrogen or by means of electricity.

CC/Frontzek, Heinrich

• At transition temperature the electrons, which
normally repel each other, form so-called Cooper
pairs. As a pair, they can no longer interact with the
surrounding atomic lattice and are thus free to
transport electric current without resistance.
• Once an electrical current is established in the
superconducting material below its transition
temperature, it flows without loss in a closed
circuit.
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SupraMotion – superconductive magnetic bearings
Properties 2
If a superconductor is cooled to below transition
temperature under the influence of the external
magnetic field of a permanent magnet, it then not
only loses its resistance
resistance, but also acquires modified
characteristics:
The superconductor can store or “freeze” the magnetic
field of the permanent magnet at a predetermined
distance, thus enabling a stable state of levitation.
The magnetic field then permeates the superconductor,
and the lines of magnetic flux are firmly established.
If one then attempts to displace the superconductor,
it moves back to its stored position.
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SupraMotion – superconductor technology
Transfer
The three exhibits demonstrate fields of technological
application:
 from contact
contact-free
free linear motion
 via positioning in the plane
 up to handling in hermetically
sealed spaces.
spaces

Potential new applications are opened up by the
possible
ibl spatial
i l separation
i off the
h gripper
i
and
d the
h
gripper arm – for example when handling special
gases or noxious substances and media, or when
operating in very cold or highly clean environments.
Further advantages: wear-free quiet operation, stable
non-contact levitation, integrated damping behaviour
and low energy consumption.

Intricate measuring and control technology can be
dispensed with, since stable non-contact levitation
effects can be achieved with superconductors and a
simple track comprising permanent magnets.
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SupraMotion – messages
Messages
• Focus on resource-efficiency: Festo aims to expedite
research into superconductor technology with high
innovation potential for industrial applications and
t open up new fields
to
fi ld off application
li ti for
f resourceefficient production of the future.
• Festo has been investigating this technology since
2008 together with partners from science and
industry.
• The Group is thus the first company to forge a link to
industrial automation technology.
technology
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SupraMotion – frictionless movement thanks to superconductive bearings
The SupraMotion projects
At the 2013 Hanover Fair, Festo is showcasing three
exhibits developed together with the Dresden-based
company evico GmbH that demonstrate
superconductive bearings:
1. SupraLinearMotion – linear gliding
2. SupraHandling – positioning in a level plane
3. SupraPicker – three-dimensional handling
In all three exhibits, a pre-defined gap between the
permanent magnet and the superconductor ensures
contact-free,
t tf
zero-friction
f i ti movementt off the
th carrier
i
object.
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SupraLinearMotion – linear gliding
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SupraLinearMotion – linear gliding
Project description
With SupraLinearMotion, Festo is making technology
a moving experience:
A person sits down on a superconductive seat that is
held in a state of levitation at a defined distance above
a magnetic rail by the integrated cooling unit.

The see-saw mechanism is activated by being initially
nudged out of equilibrium. It tilts and its passenger
silently slides or “glides” over the magnetic rail
without contact.
contact

To maintain this state of levitation, the
superconductive ceramic material YBCO on the base
of the carriage is cooled to a constant temperature
between 63 and 77 kelvin by means of liquid nitrogen.
It is then held in position at a distance of around
15 millimeters above a rail – a simple magnetic track
consisting of permanent magnets.
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SupraLinearMotion – linear gliding
Technical data and implementation
• Track length: 6,000 mm
Track gauge: 600 mm

• Superconductor: high-temperature superconductor
i
barium
b i
copper oxide
id (YBCO)
off yttrium
• Magnets: 320 NdFeB magnets

• Max. acceleration: 2.4 m/s²
• Max. speed: 8.6 km/h

• Drive units: 1 ESBF electric cylinder,
4 DNCE electric actuators
3 DRQD pneumatic semi-rotary drives

• Max. load: 1 person, up to 120 kg

• Control unit: CPX-CEC-M1
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SupraHandling – two-axis movement
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SupraHandling – two-axis movement
Project description
The kinetic principle of the see-saw has been transferred on a smaller scale to a cross table, on which
objects are moved in the plane. The carriages of a
cross table are now being moved by superconductive
levitation for the first time.

The two drive units can slightly tilt the table
independently of each other in the X and Y
directions. The two carriages are thereby set in
motion; these hover without contact over the
magnetic rails.

The table’s base plate, measuring 2 x 2 metres, is fitted
on a ball joint. Mounted to the plate is a construction
comprising four magnetic rails, two superconducting
carriages and a supporting element.

Two optical sensors at the corners of the base plate
register the position of the carriages. The CPX
terminal activates the two drive units to tilt the X/Y
table in accordance with the desired positioning of
the axes.
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SupraHandling – two-axis movement
Technical data and implementation
• Base plate: 2,000 x 2,000 mm
Angle of inclination of the plate: 4°
• Max. acceleration: 0.7 m/s²
• Max. load: X-axis 120 kg, Y-axis 60 kg
• X-axis: 2 large magnetic rails spaced 1,800 mm apart;
above it the Y-axis: 2 small magnetic rails spaced 350
mm apart.
• Superconductor: YBCO
• Cooling: 4 cryostats, liquid nitrogen
• Drive units:
2 EMMS servo motors,
2 CMMP-AS motor controllers
• Control unit: CPX-CEC-M1
• Sensors: 2 laser distance sensors
CC/Frontzek, Heinrich
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SupraPicker – new handling opportunities in all directions
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SupraPicker – new handling opportunities in all directions
Project description
SupraPicker demonstrates a magnetic gripper that
uses superconductive levitation to enable objects to
be manipulated both within and outside hermetically
sealed spaces for the first time.
time
The gripper, which levitates by means of superconductance, first magnetically picks up a small bottle,
which it introduces into an enclosed space through a
lock; it then places the bottle in the desired position.

Once the magnetic field is stored, the magnet,
which assumes the grasping function, and the
superconductor can be spatially separated without
problem – for example by a perspex wall,
wall as in this
demonstration object.
In this application, the superconductive material
is electrically cooled by a small chilling unit;
this could greatly facilitate industrial use.

The demonstrator thereby shows the advantages of
contact-free positioning in a stable state of levitation,
which opens up unprecedented scope of action.
action
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SupraPicker – new handling opportunities in all directions
Technical data and implementation
• Cooling: AIM SL 150 Linear Stirling Cooler with cryofinger
• Drive units:
1 EGC electric heavy-load axis
2 EMMS servo motors
1 Harmonic Drive rotational drive unit
3 24-volt DC motors
1 ERMB-25 rotational module with EMMS servo motor
• Superconductor: YBCO
• Gripper: permanent-magnet puck
• 7 DHEB pneumatic grippers for positioning
• Control unit: CPX-CEC-M1
• Sensors:
SOOF fork light barriers
TP 100 temperature sensors
CC/Frontzek, Heinrich
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SupraLinearMotion | Media
You will receive the following material on
8th April with the Corporate Communication
Newsletter (CCN).

Brochure
 http://www.festo.com/net/engb gb/SupportPortal/Details/301244/Document.aspx
gb_gb/SupportPortal/Details/301244/Document.aspx
Film/animation
 http://www.festo.com/net/engb_gb/SupportPortal/Details/305058/Document.aspx
b b/S
l/
il /
/
Future Concept on the Internet (Corporate Web)
 http://www.festo.com/cms/en_corp/13176.htm
http://www festo com/cms/en corp/13176 htm
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